
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

Lesson 5 

Focus:  
Christ empowers us as 

we are moving. 
 

 

Lesson 5 

Bible Basis:  
Philippians 4:4-13 

 

Lesson 5 

Memory Verse:  
I have been crucified with Christ and I no 

longer live, but Christ lives in me. The life I 
live in the body, I live by faith in the Son of 

God, who loved me and gave himself for me. 
—Galatians 2:20 

 

 

Students will see that character is more important than circumstances as they 

explore how Christ empowers. 

 

Materials: 
 Internet access  
 

We all know the kind of person we want to be. You could write out the ideals of the kind of 

character you want to possess and the kind of actions you'd like to be known for, but often 

it’s as if day-to-day life gets in the way of us living the way we want or ought to. Putting the 

ideals into practice is the hard part.  

 

This winter, a woman named Candice Payne decided that—on a day when cozying up 

indoors seemed reasonable and safe—instead of sitting still, she would make a move to ensure 

that homeless people in her city would have a warm place to sleep on a deadly-cold night, 

even if this meant a risk or sacrifice on her part.  Here's her story: 

Play this video for your students [1:39]. 

Woman gets hotel rooms for homeless during Chicago cold snap: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mn-XizumqW8  

 

➢ Candice was inspired to help, but what do you think empowered or strengthened her 

to take action? (Accept all reasonable answers. Whether she has practical answers for overcoming 

the financial hit, was paying forward an act of kindness toward her, or simply had such strong 

conviction and compassion that any hardship she incurred was worth it, her actions and attitudes 

were in sync giving her peace in this circumstance.)  

 

➢ Do you think it is easier to live in accordance to your values when you have a lot or a 

little? Why? (Accept all reasonable answers. Perhaps we feel we could give more or do more if 

we had more resources. Perhaps we find more stuff can mean more distraction and less 

compassion.) 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mn-XizumqW8


➢ Do you think it is easier to live in accordance with your values when you’re 

experiencing joy or challenges? Why? (Accept all reasonable answers. Perhaps when we feel 

good we do good, or perhaps when things are well with us we keep the focus on that and less on 

the bothers of others. Challenges may give us empathy for others but can also be fully absorbing at 

the same time.) 

 
Throughout our lives, our circumstances will change bringing highs and lows, but our 

attitude and actions can remain true to Christ’s call, trusting Him. Christ empowers us to 

live the way He’s called us to regardless of how much or little we have or how good or bad 

things are for us that day. He will be our strength.  

 

(Continue on to Steps 2 and 3 in your teacher’s guide; your Step 4 appears below.) 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

Lesson 5 

Focus:  
Christ empowers us as 

we are moving. 

 

 

Lesson 5 

Bible Basis:  
Philippians 4:4-13 

 

Lesson 5 

Memory Verse:  
I have been crucified with Christ and I no 

longer live, but Christ lives in me. The life I 
live in the body, I live by faith in the Son of 

God, who loved me and gave himself for me. 
—Galatians 2:20 

 

Materials: 
 Internet access 
 Square sheets of paper (1 per student) 
 Pens/pencils   

 

Before class, you might want to preview this tutorial video and prepare a sample so that you are 

ready to lead your teens through the activity. 

Play the following video [3:31]: 

Origami peace dove instructions 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YajnsShr1lA  

 

If you didn’t know Paul’s story, his message might sound like a trite “don’t worry, be 

happy” sentiment, rather than an invitation to recognize God’s power and presence with us 

in all things, and to see the world differently because of this radical reality. Paul’s life after 

encountering Christ included many trials and hardships, yet he found Christ’s joy and peace 

in the good and bad. Perhaps it was only after risking and sacrificing much that he was able 

to find this contentment and truly understand God’s strength vs. his own.   

 

➢ Do you find Paul’s words encouraging or challenging? Is it easy or difficult for you to 

find peace and joy in Christ, regardless of circumstances? (Answers will vary.)  

 

Hand out a square of paper and a pen/pencil to each student. 

 

➢ What would it look like to accept God’s strength and empowerment in your life? 

Would it stir you to action? Bring you peace? What would change? What would stay the 

same? Would it require sacrifice? What would you gain? (Answers will vary depending on the 

student.) 

 

Journal about your previous answer on your square of paper. After a minute, we’ll work 

together to turn our papers into peace doves. Remember that when we let God empower us, 
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our actions and attitudes are shaped to be more like His regardless of circumstance. These 

creations will be a symbol of the peace and joy we can find in Christ as we move through 

every day—any day—with Him.   

Play the following video [3:31]: 

Origami peace dove instructions 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YajnsShr1lA  

 

Give your students an opportunity to follow the instructions step-by-step—you might want to 

stop the video between each step so that no one falls behind. When their reminders are complete, 

close in prayer. 

  
(We are not affiliated with and do not endorse any website or any other media listed on these pages. 

At the time of writing, we carefully review the referenced material and non-referenced web page 

content. However, due to the nature of the Internet, non-cited content on the website [including 

pop-ups, links, and ads] changes frequently and is beyond our control. Please review carefully 

before showing links in the classroom.) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YajnsShr1lA

